GCTD COVID-19 REPORT TO
GCTD BOARD OF DIRECTORS

July 1, 2020
191 Total Employees (All Departments)

- **0 COVID-19 employee positive cases**
  Confirmed or self-reported
- **6 employees on COVID-19 leave**
  Self-Quarantine or COVID-19 related
- **4 employees on non COVID-19 leave**
  Other reasons

To date: 4,000+ hours of COVID related absences
• In response to possible COVID 19 contaminations, GCTD’s COVID 19 Protocol was enacted successfully on 3 more occasions.

• The communication from the employee up the ranks to the supervisor, manager, director, HR and the GM was swift and seamless.

• Decisive actions taken by staff mitigated chances for exposure to more GCTD employees and the public GCTD serves.
Acquiring PPE
• Vehicle sanitization efforts
• Social Media Communication
• Mutual Aid - shared information with other agencies
• Over 400,000 boarding's since emergency declaration. 0 positives
All employees at GCTD have access to the following PPE equipment.

- Facemasks
- Gloves
- Hand Sanitizer
- Goggles / Safety Glasses
Face Covering / Masks

Face Coverings Required

Face covering or mask REQUIRED to board the bus.

Face Masks  Neck Gaiters/Warmers  Scarf/Bandana

CLICK HERE for COVID-19 Updates
Mask Requirement

- Social media post on mask requirement
- Webpage updated on mask requirement
- Develop instructions on conflict avoidance
- Hand out instructions to all Operators and Supervisors
- Supply masks to Operators to offer to unmasked passengers
- Call both Ventura & Oxnard PD and explain GCTD’s new guidelines on mask requirement
Front Door is for Seniors & People with Disabilities only.

If you are able, please use rear door.

NO FARE IS REQUIRED.
Essential Trips Only

Essential Travel Only

Rear Door Boarding | No Fare Collection | In Effect Until Further Notice

All Riders Rear Boarding

Riders Who Require ADA Ramp or Bus Kneeling Only
Continued Sanitizing

- **SANITIZATION PROTOCOLS CONTINUE:**
  - Facility Sanitized Multiple Times Daily

- **In-Service Bus Sanitization**
  - 5 dedicated positions
  - VTC, OTC, PV Mall

- **Maintenance Sanitizing**
  - ALL Buses Nightly
  - “SANITIZED” TAG
Resurgence of COVID-19 Cases

CORONAVIRUS (COVID-19)
Trusted, up-to-date information with AI from Watson.

Oxnard, CA
Ventura County
As of Wed, Jul 1, 2020, 9:27 AM EDT

CONFIRMED CASES
2,794
+35.3% Since last week

DEATHS
45
+4.6% Since last week

California

CONFIRMED CASES
222,917

DEATHS
5,980

144 new cases yesterday
As of Wed, Jul 1, 2020, 9:27 AM EDT • Source

Daily New Cases in Ventura County

Mar Apr May Jun
320 240 160 80
NEXT STEPS:

• Procure Driver Barriers
• New Sanitization Equipment
• Full-Service Implementation (Monitor Staffing)
• Re-Introduce Fare Collection
• Lifting Maximum Passenger Loads on Bus
• Contact-Less Fare Campaign (Token Transit)
• GCTD Reopening Facility
Driver Barrier

Closed Position

Open Position
Driver Barrier

Heavy Duty Model

Much Higher Cost
GCTD Reopening Soon

County Reopening Plan Complete
TEAMWORK

GCTD PASSENGER SERVICES

- OPERATIONS
- COMMUNICATIONS
- PLANNING
- HUMAN RESOURCES
- PROCUREMENT
- MAINTENANCE
THANK YOU TO THE FRONTLINE WORKERS!!

• Bus Operators
• Operations Supervisors & Manager
• In-Route Sanitizing Crew
• Maintenance & Facility Staff
• CSC Staff
Questions?